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Abstract Closing the feedback loop from coverage data to
the stimuli generator is one of the main challenges in the ver-
ification process. Typically, verification engineers with deep
domain knowledge manually prepare a set of stimuli gener-
ation directives for that purpose. Bayesian networks based
CDG (coverage directed generation) systems have been suc-
cessfully used to assist the process by automatically closing
this feedback loop. However, constructing these CDG sys-
tems requires manual effort and a certain amount of domain
knowledge from a machine learning specialist. We propose
a new method that boosts coverage in the early stages of the
verification process with minimal effort, namely a fully auto-
matic construction of a CDG system that requires no domain
knowledge. Experimental results on a real-life cross-product
coverage model demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed
method.
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1 Introduction

Functional verification remains one of the main challenges
in the hardware design cycle [1]. In current industry practice,
dynamic verification is the leading technique for functional
verification. To cope with the ever increasing complexity of
modern designs, the verification process is highly automated.
It relies on sophisticated tools to replace the human engineer
in almost every aspect of operating the verification environ-
ment, such as generating stimuli for the design under verifi-
cation (DUV), and checking that the DUV behavior is correct
according to its specification [1].

Functional coverage is the main technique for checking
that the verification has been thorough [2]. Coverage can
help monitor the quality of verification and direct the ver-
ification team toward areas that have not been adequately
verified. The analysis of coverage information and the use of
this information to direct the stimuli generator toward uncov-
ered or lightly covered areas is one of the remaining human
bottlenecks in today’s verification environment. Therefore,
considerable effort is spent finding ways to automate the cov-
ering procedure; that is, to close the loop of coverage anal-
ysis and stimuli generation. Although in early stages of the
verification process, reaching 100% coverage is not the main
priority of the verification team, reaching a high level of cov-
erage as fast as possible is important because bugs found in
the early stages of the design require far less time and effort
to fix. Consequently, it would be helpful to boost coverage
in the early stages of verification with minimal effort from
the verification team. This requirement motivated the work
presented in this paper.

Data-driven coverage directed test generation (CDG) is a
technique to automate the feedback from coverage analysis
to stimuli generation. In data-driven CDG, the CDG system
discovers the relations between the directives that control the
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stimuli generation and the coverage events, based on obser-
vations of specific settings of the directives and the coverage
events to which they lead. Reports on several CDG systems
of this kind have been published in recent years, including
systems based on Bayesian networks [3,4], Markov chains
[5], genetic algorithms [6], and inductive logic [7].

Bayesian networks [8] are well suited to address the chal-
lenges of data-driven CDG and provide the kind of modeling
required for CDG. First, Bayesian networks offer a natural
and compact representation of the rather complex relation-
ship between the CDG ingredients, namely, the coverage
events on the one hand and the test directives on the other.
In addition, Bayesian networks provide the ability to encode
essential domain knowledge in the CDG system. As a result,
Bayesian network CDG systems were able to produce high
coverage and a high coverage rate in several industrial set-
tings [3,4,9,10]

The CDG approaches mentioned above require a certain
amount of domain knowledge from an expert familiar with
the design details and an expert in machine learning. In addi-
tion, construction of the CDG system may require signif-
icant effort that cannot be invested in early stages of the
verification process. We propose a fully automated method
for constructing CDG systems based on Bayesian networks,
without the need for domain expertise. In contrast to existing
works using Bayesian networks [3,4], we suggest a process
that does not require stages of preprocessing or help from
either verification engineers or machine learning specialists.
Similar to the manual construction process described in [3],
the components of the automated process include three main
stages: feature selection in which selection of relevant direc-
tives is performed; structure learning, where the structure of
the Bayesian network is defined; and parameters learning.

The feature selection stage, which is formally defined in
Sect. 6, is needed to narrow down the number of nodes in
the network which makes the tasks of learning the structure
and parameters more efficient. It also improves the networks
quality because effects of noise are filtered. As will be shown,
this task is quite difficult for the CDG domain. Identifying the
structure of the Bayesian network is the most difficult part in
the manual process. In the automated process, we replace the
manual construction with several generic structure learning
algorithms [11–14]. We then enhance these algorithms with
two heuristics that suit the characteristics of the CDG setting,
namely, pruning edges between directives and quantizing the
probabilities of directives. These automatically constructed
networks may not be as good as the manually constructed
ones, but they do provide enough power to achieve the goals
of coverage boosting.

We tested our method on a cross-product coverage model
used in the verification of the instruction fetch unit (IFU) of
the IBM z10 processor. Our results indicate that the auto-
matic booster approach is working. We were able to achieve

Fig. 1 Structure of a verification environment with CDG

significant improvement in coverage over the regression suite
used in the verification process with a fully automated pro-
cess that requires minimal effort. Our proposed feature selec-
tion methods yield beneficial sets of directives, and we were
able to produce good networks. Moreover, the two heuristics
we propose improve the quality of the learned Bayesian net-
works and perform better than the generic structure learning
algorithms.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2
provides details on Bayesian networks and their application
to coverage directed generation. In Sect. 3, we explain the
concept of the coverage booster. Section 4 describes the set-
ting of the experiments to follow. Section 5 describes the
fully automatic process of the coverage booster. Section 6
describes the feature selection procedures and their related
results. Section 7 describes the structure and parameter learn-
ing procedures and thier corresponding experimental results.
Section 8 presents the results of the entire booster. We con-
clude and present directions for future work in Sect. 9.

2 Coverage directed generation using Bayesian
networks

In today’s highly automated verification environment, anal-
ysis of coverage information and use of this information
to direct the stimuli generator toward uncovered or lightly
covered areas is one of the remaining human bottlenecks.
Therefore, considerable effort is spent finding ways to
automate the covering procedure. That is, to close the loop
of coverage analysis and stimuli generation. This automated
feedback from coverage analysis to stimuli generation,
known as Coverage Directed stimuli Generation (CDG), can
reduce the manual work in the verification process and
increase its efficiency. In general, the goal of CDG is to auto-
matically provide the stimuli generator with directives that
are based on coverage analysis [3]. Figure 1 presents a sketch
of a verification environment with CDG. The CDG engine
receives information from the coverage analysis tool about
the state and progress of the coverage, and generates direc-
tives to the random test generator that are designed to achieve
one or many of the CDG goals.
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There are two main approaches to CDG. In direct CDG,
or model-based CDG, an external model of the design under
verification is used to generate stimuli to accurately hit the
coverage events [15]. In data-driven CDG, which is often
called feedback-based CDG, the CDG system relies on infer-
ence of the required stimuli directives from observations
of past behaviors [3]. This inference is usually done with
machine learning techniques [3,6,7]. In this paper, we refer to
CDG systems based on Bayesian networks for cross-
product coverage [3]. The rest of this section explains how
such systems are constructed and used.

2.1 A brief introduction to Bayesian networks

A Bayesian network is a graphical representation of the joint
probability distribution for a set of variables [8]. A Bayesian
network consists of two components. The first is a directed
acyclic graph in which each vertex corresponds to a random
variable. This graph represents a set of conditional indepen-
dence properties of the represented distribution: each variable
is independent of its non-descendants in the graph given the
state of its parents. The graph captures the qualitative struc-
ture of the probability distribution, and is exploited for effi-
cient inference and decision making. The second component
is a collection of local interaction models that describe the
conditional probability p(Xi |Pai ) of each variable Xi given
its parents Pai . Together, these two components represent a
unique joint probability distribution over the complete set of
variables X [8]. The joint probability distribution is given by
the following equation:

p(X) =
n∏

i=1

p(Xi |Pai ) (1)

It can be shown that this equation implies the conditional
independence semantics of the graphical structure given ear-
lier. Equation 1 shows that the joint distribution specified
by a Bayesian network has a factored representation as the
product of individual local interaction models. Thus, while
Bayesian networks can represent arbitrary probability distri-
butions, they provide a computational advantage for those
distributions that can be represented with a simple structure.

Following Pearl [8], Fig. 2 describes a simple example of
a Bayesian network. The network contains five indicator ran-
dom variables as its nodes: earthquake to indicate whether an
earthquake occurred, burglary to indicate if someone broke
into the house, radio to indicate whether the earthquake was
announced on the radio, alarm if the alarm went off in the
house, and call to indicate that the security company notified
the owner about the alarm.

The edges in the graph indicate direct influence of the
source node on the target node. For example, an earthquake
directly increases the probability of setting the alarm because

Earthquauke Burglary

Radio Alarm

Call

E B   P(A|E,B)

e  b       .9   .1

e  b       .7    .3

e  b       .8    .2

e  b      .01  .99

Fig. 2 Simple example of a Bayesian network

of the movements in the house that may trigger the alarm sen-
sors. Similarly, the probability of receiving a call from the
security company is directly dependent on the alarm actu-
ally being activated. Note that a lack of edge or directed path
between nodes in the graph does not mean that the two vari-
ables are independent. For example, receiving a call from
the security company after hearing about an earthquake on
the radio reduces the probability that someone broke into the
house, as compared to the case where there was no announce-
ment about an earthquake.

The conditional probabilities that describe the local inter-
actions between a node and its parents are often stored in
tables adjacent to the node. The table on the right hand side
of Fig. 2 holds the probability for the state of the alarm node
conditioned on the occurrence of burglary and earthquake.
For example, if no burglary and no earthquake occurred, the
probability of the alarm being activated is 1%; while if the
house was broken into and no earthquake occurred, the prob-
ability of setting the alarm is 80%. Given all the conditional
probabilities of the nodes in the graph, we can use Eq. 2
below to express the joint probability in the space induced
by the five nodes.

p(B, E, R, A, C)

= p(B) · p(E) · p(R|E) · p(A|B, E) · p(C |A) (2)

The characterization given by Eq. 1 is a purely formal
characterization in terms of probabilities and conditional
independence. An informal connection can be made between
this characterization and the intuitive notion of direct causal
influence. It has been noted that if the edges in the network
structure correspond to causal relationships, where a vari-
able’s parents represent the direct causal influences on that
variable, then resulting networks are often very concise and
accurate descriptions of the domain. Thus, it appears that
in many practical situations, a Bayesian network provides
a natural way to encode causal information. Nonetheless, it
is often difficult and time consuming to construct Bayesian
networks from expert knowledge alone, particularly because
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of the need to provide numerical parameters. This observa-
tion, together with the fact that data is becoming increasingly
available and cheaper to acquire, has led to a growing interest
in using data to learn both the structure and probabilities of
a Bayesian network (cf. [8,16,17]).

Typical types of queries that can be efficiently answered
by the Bayesian network model are derived from applying
the Bayes rule to yield posterior probabilities for the values
of a node (or set of nodes), X , given some evidence, E , i.e.,
assignment of specific values to other nodes:

p(X |E) = p(E |X) · p(X)

p(E)
(3)

Thus, a statistical inference can be made in the form of
either selecting the Maximal A Posteriori (MAP) probability,
max p(X |E), or obtaining the Most Probable Explanation
(MPE), arg max p(X |E).

2.2 Bayesian networks for CDG

The idea behind using Bayesian networks for CDG cross-
product coverage models starts from the understanding that
the space containing the directives to the stimuli generator on
one side and the coverage model on the other side is a large
distribution space. On one side of this space stand the direc-
tives to the stimuli generator, which are defined as probabil-
ity distributions over a domain of values. On the other side
stands the coverage model that is defined as a cross prod-
uct over a finite set of variables which are named attributes.
Each attribute is defined over a finite, possibly categorical,
set of values. Activating the verification environment1 with
different settings of the directives, or even with the same
settings but different random seed, yields different coverage
events. Therefore, the coverage attributes can also be viewed
as random variables.

Bayesian networks can represent this large distribution
space in a compact form. The structure of the network cap-
tures the true dependencies between the various components
of the space. Specifically, it captures directives that directly
affect the values of specific coverage attributes and depen-
dencies between the values of various coverage attributes.
Once the structure and parameters of the Bayesian network
are defined, an abductive query that provides evidence on
the effect nodes (desired coverage events) can be used to
determine the possible cause (directives settings).

Constructing a Bayesian network for a CDG system com-
prises three main steps. The first step is selecting the relevant
directives to be used in the system. The number of inputs to
the stimuli generator, namely directives, is narrowed down to
avoid networks that are too large for training and inference. It

1 That is, generating stimuli using the directives settings, simulating
the DUV, and obtaining coverage data.

also reduces the amount of data required for the learning pro-
cess that follows. The second step, which is the most difficult
one, involves defining the network structure. In many appli-
cations of Bayesian networks, the structure of the network
is defined manually by a domain expert. Although structure
learning algorithms exist (e.g., [11,18]) their performance is
usually inferior to manually constructed networks. The last
step involves estimating the conditional probabilities of each
node in the network. There are efficient algorithms that can
learn these parameters from observations on data in the form
of values to (some or all) the network nodes. In the CDG case,
the set of observations is a sample set of directive settings
along with their coverage events as resulting from activating
the simulation environment. The constructed Bayesian net-
work can be used in a CDG system to determine directives
for a desired coverage event.

It is important to note that the use of Bayesian networks for
CDG is different from most “classical” uses. These character-
istics are caused by the way stimuli generators and
verification environments behave. In many cases, stimuli gen-
erators use the settings of the same directive many times dur-
ing their operation, each time randomly choosing a different
value according to the distribution specified in the settings.
This allows them to generate rich sequences of values out of
one directive. Therefore, it is important to provide the Bayes-
ian network and the algorithms that learn it with settings that
specify probability distributions on the possible values of a
directive, not just settings that determinately define its value.
We call such settings soft evidence. The implications of using
soft evidence in the feature selection and automatic construc-
tion of a Bayesian network are discussed in Sects. 6 and 7
respectively.

3 The coverage booster

Coverage closure is commonly acknowledged as one the
most important goals of the verification process. The recur-
ring observation in this domain is that a portion of the events
to be covered are not reached through the initial attempts.
These events are usually some of the most complex and sub-
tle events, since they resisted the preliminary regular attempts
to create them. Therefore, this involved task is usually car-
ried out by experts, both in the application domain and in the
stimuli generation technology.

Due to the high cost of the coverage closure task, both
in terms of time investment and expertise required, much
attention has been geared toward inserting some automation
into this classically manual process. Our approach, which
relies on machine learning techniques [3], has shown good
initial signs indicating the potential for automating this task.
Indeed, there were several success stories [4,10] that demon-
strated the adequacy of this approach, and showed that this
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apparently intrinsically manual task could be modeled and
performed by a program.

While machine learning techniques have shown their
capacity to capture part of the compound relationship
between events and stimuli generation directives, and auto-
mate the process of closing the loop between stimuli gener-
ation directives and coverage events, constructing the CDG
system is still a manual process requiring both expertise and
effort. This significantly limits the opportunities of CDG
to provide real benefits to the verification process. First,
CDG is beneficial only in places where it replaces significant
effort in coverage closure. This usually means that there are
either large and complex coverage models [10], or extremely
important coverage events [4]. In addition, CDG is possible
only when a significant effort is directed at coverage clo-
sure. In many cases, this happens only towards the end of the
verification effort.

The “Coverage Booster” is our new approach for exploit-
ing the demonstrated capacity of machine learning in this
domain, while showing an improvement, or boost, in effi-
ciency measured in overall human effort. Instead of placing
full coverage as a primary goal, we target minimal human
effort above any other consideration. The coverage booster
may not reach full coverage, but because of the zero human
effort spent, covering new events and improving the cover-
age rate are enough to create real benefits to the verification
process. Therefore, the coverage booster expands the enve-
lope of opportunities for CDG in two ways. First, CDG can be
useful when the verification team cannot allocate much effort
for additional coverage models. Second, CDG can be used
in earlier stages of the verification process, before coverage
becomes a top priority.

4 Experimental environment

To evaluate our proposal we conducted several experiments
using the verification environment for the z10 processor’s
instruction fetch unit (IFU), which is built into the latest IBM
System z (mainframe) computers [19]. The IFU is responsi-
ble for efficiently requesting and buffering instruction fetches
from memory, pre-decoding these instructions, and transfer-
ring them to the decode and execution units for additional
processing. One of the most important functions of the unit,
which has significant impact on the processor performance,
is branch prediction. This is a complex task which includes
the prediction of several aspects of a branch such as whether
it is taken or not and its target address. Successful branch
prediction can reduce the delay penalty of waiting for the
actual outcome of the branch.

The IFU is connected to several other units. Its main inter-
faces are to the cache units that send instructions to the IFU
based on fetch requests; the decode unit that receives pre-

decoded instructions for the IFU; and the execution units
that send information to the IFU regarding the execution of
instructions. The verification environment of the IFU contains
stimuli generators that control the interfaces of the IFU with
these units. The behavior of the generators is controlled by
a large set of directives that are provided by the user. These
directives affect various aspects of the behavior of the unit
interfaces. For example, there are directives that control the
frequency of branch instructions in the instruction steam that
is fed via the interface to the cache units, directives that con-
trol the actual outcome of branch instructions, and directives
that control the frequency and type of flushes arriving from
the execution units.

To ensure the quality of the verification process, the IFU
verification team uses several cross-product coverage mod-
els that capture various aspects of the unit state and behav-
ior. During simulation, the verification environment collects
coverage events for these coverage models and saves them
in trace files. Later, these trace files are processed by cover-
age measurement and analysis tools that produce coverage
reports for the users and the CDG system. Our experiments
were focused on one of these coverage models, namely, the
IfuPipe model. This coverage model examines the state of the
processor pipeline, or more precisely, the state of the pipe-
line in the IFU and nearby units. The IfuPipe model contains
attributes that describe the state of each pipe stage, as well
as other flags relating to branches and pipe recycles. There
are 13 attributes in the model, with domain sizes of 2–3.
There are 139,968 events in the coverage space, out of which
approximately 27,000 events are included in the legal and
interesting subspaces by the verification team. The verifica-
tion environment of the IFU includes hundreds of directives,
out of which, our experimental settings included a set of 23
directives provided by the IFU verification team. This set of
directives is supposed to be the one that best controls the
behavior of the IFU as captured by the IfuPipe model. Most
of the directives in the set control the behavior of branch
instructions and branch prediction.

The experiments described in this paper were done in two
parts. The first part, as reported in Sect. 7.3, was done during
the verification of the unit. This part of the experiment con-
tributed directly to the verification of the unit by improving
the coverage of the IfuPipe model and helping the verifica-
tion team reach areas in the model that they could not reach
before. The second part, with results reported in Sect. 6.3 was
done after the verification of the unit and the entire z10 pro-
cessor was completed. Major changes in the design and the
verification environment between the experiments prevent us
from comparing these two sets of results.

The interface between the verification environment and
the CDG system is done in two ways. During execution of the
CDG system, it extracts coverage information from the cov-
erage analysis tool and uses this information and its under-
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Fig. 3 Input data to the CDG process

standing of the relation between coverage and the directives
to produce directive files that are fed into the verification
environment, as depicted in Fig. 1. During the construction
of the CDG system, the verification environment provides
the constructor of the CDG system with directive settings
and the coverage to which these settings lead. Specifically,
each simulation run is controlled by a directive file that pro-
vides distributions over possible values for some directives
and assignments to specific values for others. The simulation,
in turn, provides coverage traces, with each trace containing
all the coverage events of a specific model that occurred dur-
ing the run. These directive files and coverage traces pairs
are presented to the CDG system in a tabular form as shown
in Fig. 3. The table is composed of two parts, one that con-
tains the settings of the directives and another that contains
the coverage events. Each row in the table contains a cov-
erage event and the settings of the directives in the simula-
tion run that produced this event. Since each simulation run
(with specific settings) produces many coverage events, the
table contains many rows whose directive part is identical,
as shown in Fig. 3.

5 Automatic construction of CDG engine

At the heart of a Bayesian network-based CDG engine lies a
Bayesian network that allows a compact yet accurate descrip-
tion of the stochastic space of the coverage attributes on the
one side and the stimuli generator directives on the other side.
As noted previously, the goals of our coverage booster are to
eliminate the need for manual intervention and boost cover-
age in early stages of the verification process. To meet these
goals, the Bayesian network needs to be created automati-
cally. The automated process described in this section gen-
erally follows the manual process described in [3], except
that the manual steps requiring domain expertise in either
the DUV and verification environment or machine learning
techniques are replaced with automated steps. This enhanced

Fig. 4 Construction of the Bayesian networks for CDG

automation may lower the quality of the Bayesian network
and prevent it from reaching coverage closure. However, it
does provide enough power to achieve the goal of coverage
boosting.

The automated process is composed of three stages: fea-
ture selection, structure learning, and parameter learning.
Fig. 4 illustrates the automatic process that creates a Bayesian
network, which is later used for coverage boosting. Initially,
the verification team provides a description of the coverage
model and a list of directives that control the stimuli gen-
erator. The number of directives needs to be cut to allow
efficient learning. In order to perform this selection we cre-
ate an initial random sampling of all the directives that were
provided and simulate with them. This is followed by a fea-
ture selection phase in which we narrow down the number
of directives that are used later; we do this by choosing those
with maximal influence. Next, we create a training set with
random sampling of the directives we chose, while the rest
of the directives are given default values, which are provided
by the verification team. This training set is the input to the
structure learning procedure that is followed by a parameter
learning phase in which the conditional probabilities of the
variables are estimated. At this point we have a Bayesian
network that can be used in a CDG engine. The following
sections provides more details on each of the stages of the
automatic construction.

6 Feature selection

A typical verification environment contains tens or even hun-
dreds of directives, which control the stimuli generator and
affect the stimuli it generates. Learning with such a large set
of directives is very difficult or even impossible. Therefore,
it is essential to narrow down the number of directives and
select a small high quality subset for the CDG process. It
turns out that in most cases only a small subset of the direc-
tives are required to control the coverage of a specific model,
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so this reduction does not reduce the ability of the coverage
booster to achieve its goal.

Feature selection is a general term given to a variety of
algorithms that extract the subset of features most relevant
for a given task [20,21]. For CDG, the features are directives
and the feature selection task involves finding directives that
highly influence the coverage attributes. Feature selection in
the CDG settings has several unique characteristics that make
it difficult. The first, and most difficult issue, is the fact that
the data is not fully observed. Most algorithms perform fea-
ture selection on a feature space that is fully observed. That is,
the values of all features are known for every sample. In the
verification case, we are not given the deterministic values
of the directives, but rather a distribution over them. Second,
the data is very noisy because of the highly stochastic nature
of the simulation environment. Third, dominant values that
are present in some of the coverage attributes can mask a
dependencies between directives and a coverage attributes
that affect dominated values. For example, if a specific value
of an attribute appears in 90% of the samples, it would be
hard to detect that a given directive can change the frequency
of other value of that attribute from 5 to 6%. An additional
problem is that the data is categorical and not ordinal, so
feature selection methods based on ordering (such as [22])
cannot be applied. Because of these unique characteristics,
commonly used algorithms cannot be applied as is.

In addition to those problems, in CDG systems the fea-
ture selection problem is a many-to-many task (in contrast to
many-to-one tasks like classification). Our solution divides
the task of selecting the relevant features into two parts: esti-
mating connection strength and choosing directives. First,
we estimate the strength of the connection between each
attribute-directive pair. This is followed by a step of choos-
ing the directives that have the strongest impact on all the
attributes under some predefined criterion. We do not take
into account relations of more than single directive at a time.
These relations are handled by the structure and parameter
learning algorithms described later.

6.1 Estimation of the influence matrix

We use a measure based on mutual information [23] to mea-
sure the level of influence between pairs of attribute-directive.
In information theory, mutual information is a quantity that
measures the information between two random variables. Let
P(X) and P(Y ) be the marginal distributions of X and Y
respectively and let P(X, Y ) be the joint distribution over
the two random variables. The mutual information between
the random variables is given by

I (X; Y ) =
∑

x,y

P(x, y) log
P(x, y)

P(x)P(y)

Fig. 5 Naive Bayes model
z

A
k

A
2A

1

This measure does not directly reveal the type of connection
between the pair (it does not connect certain values together),
but it captures connections and scores the strength of influ-
ence between the two random variables.

To overcome a problem of low uncertainty in either a direc-
tive or an attribute, caused, for example, by dominant values,
we normalize the mutual information. The measure that we
actually use is:

N M I (A; Z) = I (A; Z)

min{H(A), H(Z)}
where H(X) = −∑

x P(x) log P(x) is the Shannon entropy
[23], which measures of the uncertainty in a random variable.

Algorithm 1 introduces a method for estimating the influ-
ence matrix I M(A; Z), where A is an attribute and Z is
a directive. Estimating the influence (here, the normalized
mutual information) requires estimating the joint probabil-
ity P(A, Z) and the marginal probabilities P(A) and P(Z).
We use a naive Bayes model for each individual directive
in which the directive is a parent of all attributes, and there
are no additional edges in the network, as shown in Fig. 5.
The main part of the algorithm is the Expectation Maximiza-
tion procedure [8], in which the the conditional probability
P(A|Z) and the probability P(Z) are estimated from the
training data.

6.2 Subset selection

Given an estimation of the strength of connection between
every attribute-directive pair, the next task is to select a
“good” subset of directives that have a strong effect on all
the attributes. There are several observations regarding this
task. First, this is a many-to-many task, in which the num-
ber of required directives can be smaller than the number of
attributes. Therefore, the impact of this task cannot simply
be divided into choosing the “best” directives for each attri-
bute and then taking the union of all directives. Second, the
behavior of each attribute alone versus all directives is not
necessarily fixed; there may be attributes that are easily con-
trolled and strongly connected (high influence value) to many
or even all directives. On the other hand, there are attributes
that are hard to control and are weakly connected to all direc-
tives. To overcome this problem, the algorithms we suggested
made assumptions about the behavior of the influence of all
directives on an attribute. These assumptions are presented
in the section corresponding to the specific algorithms.
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Input : D - Training data, as shown in Fig. 3
Output: I M - Influence Matrix, where I Mi, j is the influence of directive Z j on attribute Ai

for j ← 1 to N do
EM(D j) // D j ← The relevant columns to Z j and all attributes in D
for i ← 1 to M do

// Estimate probabilities
P(Ai = ai )←∑

z j
P(ai |z j )P(z j )

P(ai , z j )← P(ai |z j )P(z j )

// Calculate influence

I (Ai , Z j )←∑
z j ,ai

P(ai , z j ) log
P(ai ,z j )

P(ai )P(z j )

H(Ai )←−∑
ai

P(ai ) log P(ai )

H(Z j )←−∑
z j

P(z j ) log P(z j )

I Mi, j ← I (Ai ;Z j )

min{H(Ai ),H(Z j )} // The influence is the normalized mutual information

end
end

EM(D)
Input : D - The relevant columns directive Z and all attributes in the training data
Output: P(Ai |Z), i = 1, 2, . . . , M - The conditional probability of each attribute Ai given Z

P(Z) - The marginal probability of Z

// Initialize
for i ← 1 to M do P(Ai |Z)← random probabilities
P(Z)← random probabilities
N ← number of rows in D

repeat
// E Step
foreach row r ∈ D do

er ← (a1,r , a2,r , . . . , aN ,r ) // The values of all the attributes in row r
foreach zk ∈ domain(Z) do

Dr (zk) denotes the probability of Z = zk in row r

P(zk |er )←
∏

i P(ai,r |zk )·Dr (zk )∑
zl

∏
i P(ai,r |zl ·Dr (zl ))

end
end

// M Step - Estimate the parameters of the current Naive Bayes model using maximum
likelihood

foreach zk ∈ domain(Z) do P(Z = zk)← 1
N

∑
r Dr (zk)

for i ← 1 to M do
foreach zk ∈ domain(Z), al ∈ domain(Ai ) do P(al , zk)← 1

N

∑
r,ai,r=al

P(zk |al )

foreach zk ∈ domain(Z), al ∈ domain(Ai ) do P(al |zk)← P(al ,zk )∑
am∈domain(Ai )

P(am ,zk )

end
until change in estimation between iterations is lower than a given threshold

end

Algorithm 1: Calculate the influence matrix I M

6.2.1 Greedy algorithm

Our experiments in real verification environments revealed
three main types of expected behaviors between attribute-
directive pairs. First, there are many directives that have a
weak influence on all attributes (for a given model). These are
the main candidates to be filtered out in the feature selection
process. Second, there exist attributes that are “easy to con-
trol” in the sense that almost all directives influence them. A
reasonable feature selection algorithm would perhaps ignore
such attributes when choosing directives because they are

easy to control anyhow. Third, we observed that if an attribute
is not easy to control, it has a relatively small number (if any)
of directives that are associated with relatively high influence
values. These observations motivated the main assumption
of this algorithm: the distribution over influence values for
(Ai , Z j ), j = 1, . . . , n should be almost uniform over low
values and very low for high values (if any exist). Denote by
I Mi, j the value of influence between the i th attribute and the
j th directive. If we sort these values for a fixed i (namely,
a certain attribute), we expect to see one of the following
behaviors:
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1. All values are low.
2. Almost all values are relatively high.
3. Most values are low, there are few high values (less than

20%), and the difference between the high and low values
is very sharp.

Algorithm FS_Greedy (Algorithm 2) identifies high influ-
ence values, based on this assumption. It favors directives
that have high information values for several attributes. The
algorithm takes into account only the quality of the directives
alone and does not look at the “coverage” of the attributes;
therefore, there may be attributes covered by more than one
directive, and others that are not covered by any chosen direc-
tive.

FS_Greedy(I M, Budget)
Input : I M - Influence Matrix

Budget - Number of directives to choose
Output: S - Set of directives to be used

// Initialize

Ẑ ⇐ ∅
α = 0.5

while (|Ẑ | < budget)and(α > 0.25) do
for i ← 1toM do

Sort the influence values I Mi, j , j ∈ {1, . . . , N } in
descending order: v1, v2, . . . , vN

Compute the ratios v1
v2

, v2
v3

, . . . ,
vN−1
vN

if ∃k, s.t. vk
vk+1

> α · (v1 − vN ) and k < N
5 then

// v1, ..., vk are significantly high

Zi ← the set of directives that have significantly
high mutual information with the i’th attribute

else
Zi ← ∅

end
end
Ẑ = Z1 ∪ Z2 ∪ . . . Z M

if |Ẑ | < budget then
αnew = 0.95 · αold

end
end
For each Z j ∈ Ẑ calculate its score
Where score Z j =∑

k 1{Z j ∈ Zk} (number of occurrences)
Return S, the Budget directives with highest scores

end

Algorithm 2: Feature selection greedy algorithm

6.2.2 Scoring directives

The most simple method to score directives would be to count
their occurrences in Zi , as defined in Algorithm FS_Greedy.
However, instead of taking into account only the fact that
a directive has an influence over an attribute, we can con-
sider a weighted version that takes into account the level

of influence. For this purpose we need to define a scoring
function that gets as input the level of influence of a certain
directive on all attributes and returns a score for the quality of
the directive. Denote by v the vector of values of correspond-
ing to level of influence of a directive on all the attributes.
vi = 0 if this directive has no influence on the i th attri-
bute (namely directive /∈ Zi ). We used one of the following
options:

– Count: score(v) =∑
i :vi >0 1

– Sum: score(v) =∑
i vi

– Square sum: score(v) =∑
i v2

i
– Square root sum: score(v) =∑

i
√

vi

The difference between the scoring options is the score given
when there are few strong values compared to many medium
values. When counting, there is bias toward directives that
have many values larger than zero that are not necessarily
high, while summing over values biases toward directives
that can have high values associated with a small number of
directives. There is no answer to the question of which is
preferable, hence we use several subsets, each given as the
output of a different scoring function.

6.2.3 Attribute coverage oriented algorithm

FS_Greedy algorithm does not take into account consider-
ations of the following form:

– It can be better to prefer a directive that has a lower influ-
ence value with a certain attribute, if this attribute is not
affected by any other directive.

– It can be better to prefer directives that have medium
influence on several attributes, over a directive that has a
high influence value with a single attribute.

Observations over the results of FS_Greedy led us to the
conclusion that such consideration needs to be accounted
for. To overcome the weaknesses of the previous algorithm,
we suggest a new set selection method called FS_Cover (see
Algorithm 3). Algorithm FS_Cover finds a good subset, tak-
ing into account coverage of attributes by directives. Algo-
rithm FS_Greedy is first used to choose three directives that
are used as the initial set. Next, we iterate until a budget is
reached as follows: at every iteration, we consider adding
each of the remaining directives. We score the current set
with the new directive, and choose the directive that leads
to the highest score. The score depends on rows of a matrix
that is composed only of current set columns, and takes into
account the mean and standard deviation values of the mutual
information values. The pseudo code (including the setScore
algorithm) is presented in Algorithm 3.
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FS_Cover(I M, Budget)
Input : I M - Influence Matrix

Budget - Number of directives to choose
Output: S - Set of directives to be used

// Initialize
S← FS_Greedy(IM, 3)
if |S| > 3 then Randomly choose 3 members
Sleft ← {Zi |1 ≤ i ≤ N , Zi /∈ S}
α← 0.5

while (|S| < budget)and(α > 0.25) do
for Zk ∈ Sle f t do

score(Zk)← SetScore(I M, S ∪ {Zk})
end
k1 ← arg maxk score(Zk)

k2 ← arg maxk 
=k1 score(Zk)

k3 ← arg maxk 
=k1,k2 score(Zk)

Randomly choose k′ from the triplet k1, k2, k3
S← {S ∪ {Zk′ }}
Sleft ← Sleft − {Zk′ }

end

return S
end

SetScore(I M, S)
Input : I M - Influence Matrix

S - subset of directives
Output: Score of the given subset

M ← I M(:, S) // sub matrix composed of the
directives in the input set

w←∑
j M(:, j) // sum over the directives

μ← mean(w)

σ ← std(w)

score← μ
max{σ,ε} // ε > 0 is a small

predefined constant (handle cases of
σ → 0)

return score
end

Algorithm 3: Feature selection cover algorithm

6.3 Experimental results

We now present the results of the feature selection procedure
for the CDG process. The experiment was conducted on the
z10 IFU environment described in Sect. 4. Figure 6 presents
the log of influence values that were estimated for the prob-
lem. The values are presented in logarithmic scale for clarity
of presentation. Dark cells in the matrix correspond to low
influence and light cells correspond to high influence. Each
row corresponds to an attribute and each column corresponds
to a directive. The chosen directives are marked with ellipses.
These results correspond to using the Algorithm FS_Cover
with a budget request of five directives. We can clearly see
that the chosen directives have very high values over sev-
eral attributes, and that except for attribute 8, which has low
values with all directives, all attributes are covered with at
least one directive. These results overlap with manual feature
selection for three out of five directives. As demonstrated in
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Fig. 6 Normalized Mutual information matrix on real CDG data

Sect. 8, the automatically chosen directives gave high quality
results.

7 Structure and parameter learning

In our CDG systems, the relations between the directives and
coverage attributes are modeled using a Bayesian network,
which is composed of two components: the structure and the
parameters. The structure is a DAG that captures causal rela-
tions and the parameters represent the conditional probability
tables that describe the distribution of a node given its parents.

7.1 Structure learning for CDG

While there are applications where structure learning algo-
rithms provide high quality results (e.g., [10,18]), these algo-
rithms generally have many weaknesses that cause them to
be highly inferior to manually constructed structures. Some
of these weaknesses are closely related to the unique require-
ments of Bayesian networks for CDG. One example is the
use of soft evidence, which is known to produce a richer set
of events on the one hand, but makes structure learning more
difficult on the other. Another example is the difficulty con-
structing networks with hidden nodes, which proved to be
essential in past CDG work [3]. Therefore, we do not expect
the output of structure learning algorithms to be as good as
manually constructed networks. Still, our results show that
automatic structure learning can provide structure that is suf-
ficient to boost coverage.

There are two main approaches to structure learning:
generic algorithms that can be applied to any problem satisfy-
ing predefined conditions and application-based algorithms
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that suit the specific setting of given problems (usually with
unique domains or characterization). We are not aware of
application-specific algorithms that fit the CDG setting;
therefore, we use several well known generic algorithms: K2
[11], mcmc [12], gs [13] and structural EM [14]. These algo-
rithms are used in a wide range of applications with various
levels of success.

The initial experiments with these algorithms provided
reasonable results. However, we wanted to improve the
results by taking into account the specific nature of CDG
settings. For that purpose, we use two techniques. The first
is a post-processing heuristic that prunes arcs between direc-
tives in the network graph. Our initial learned networks have
arcs between directive nodes, for valid reasons. First, some
combinations of assignments to directives cause simulations
to fail or produce small sets of coverage events resulting in
dependencies between directives in the training set. In addi-
tion, the random independent sampling of the directive space
for the training set may still contain undesired dependen-
cies. Still, in the CDG settings, these edges are not desir-
able because we have total control on the directives’ settings
throughout the process. Moreover, these edges may actually
interfere with learning the really important relations between
coverage attributes and directives. Therefore, we decided
to investigate removing these arcs. The resulting networks,
which we refer to as pruned networks, yield better results
(see Sect. 7.3). The same reasoning cannot be used for edges
connecting two attribute nodes because they capture depen-
dencies that are essential for high quality networks. Note that
removing the edges between directives can result in direc-
tives nodes that are disconnected from the attributes nodes, as
indeed happened in our experiments. These orphan directives
are no longer part of the CDG system, therefore, the prun-
ing heuristics can be used as a second order feature selection
procedure.

The second improvement to the generic learning algorithm
is a pre-processing step that modifies the domain of the direc-
tives in order to enrich the settings of directives and overcome
the soft versus hard evidence problem. Hard evidence is the
term we use when we assign a single value to a directive. This
is similar to having soft evidence with one probability set to
one and all others to zero. In verification, directive nodes are
used many times in a single simulation run; in each use, a
new value is randomly chosen based on the probability spec-
ified. Therefore, hard evidence, which forces a single value
to each directive, strongly limits the stimuli sequences gener-
ated. Consequently, soft evidence that sets the probabilities
for each value in the domain of the directives is essential.
However, the structure learning algorithms we use are not
capable of handling soft evidence. In order to deal with this,
we suggest a heuristic that allows us to incorporate soft evi-
dence in the existing algorithms. We refer to this new method
as quantized directives.

The main idea of this method is to replace each directive
node Y whose domain is (y1, . . . , yn) with node Ỹ whose
domain is a discrete set of probabilities over the domain
of the original directive Y . For example, if Y has a
domain (y1, y2, y3), we can create a node Ỹ with seven values
representing the probabilities {(1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 1),
( 1

2 , 1
2 , 0), ( 1

2 , 0, 1
2 ), (0, 1

2 , 1
2 ), ( 1

3 , 1
3 , 1

3 )} over (y1, y2, y3).
Using this setting allows us to run simulations with soft evi-
dence that enables the full richness of the generated
sequences, and use the corresponding value in Ỹ as hard
evidence in the structure learning algorithm. Once the struc-
ture is learned, we return to the original directives for the
parameter learning stage. This quantization procedure is not
limited to uniform values over subsets. It can include any soft
evidence chosen. However, there is a trade-off between the
ability to use many soft evidence values and the domain size
of the extended directive. Domain sizes that are too large will
cause the learning to be more difficult and lower the ability
of the network to perform inference.

7.2 Parameter learning

Once the structure of the Bayesian network is known, the next
step is to learn the parameters of its nodes, i.e., the condi-
tional probability of each node given the values of its parents.
Unlike structure learning, there exist algorithms for parame-
ter learning that deal with soft evidence [17]. The algorithm
we use is the EM (Expectation-Maximization) algorithm
[17]. This is an iterative algorithm that is guaranteed to con-
verge to a local maximum of the likelihood. The EM algo-
rithm learns not only the conditional probabilities of internal
nodes, but also the prior probabilities of root nodes (nodes
with no parents). When such a node corresponds to a direc-
tive, calculating the prior probabilities is not needed or even
not desirable for the same reasons that led to the pruning
heuristic. We are currently investigating how to generalize
the learning algorithms to address this issue.

7.3 Experimental results

We tested the ability of four structure learning algorithms
to boost coverage over normal activations of the verification
environment using its regression suite. The regression suite is
a collection of directives settings that are manually designed
by the verification team to cover areas of interest. The number
of directives used in the regression suite is much larger than
the five directives we selected for our experiments or even
the initial 23 directives given to us. We started our experi-
ments after about 20,000 simulation runs that covered 5222
events in the model. At that time, we observed a considerable
slow down in the coverage rate (see Fig. 7). This was done
for two main reasons. First, we wanted to avoid dealing with
the very easy-to-cover events that are hit anyway and thus
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Fig. 7 Coverage progress for random, regression, and aggregated
results of basic and prune experiments

are not important to the coverage booster. Second, this set-
ting represents a more realistic setting, where the coverage
booster is not operated from day one.

We used an additional two references in the experiments.
The first was a large set of randomly created directive settings
for the five selected directives. This reference was used to ver-
ify that the regression suite is not naive and more importantly,
to ensure that the feature selection phase alone is not enough
for boosting. The last reference was a naive Bayesian net-
work that contained edges between directives and attributes
and between pairs of attributes with high mutual information.
All the experiments followed the same procedure. We applied
a structure learning algorithm and the parameter learning
algorithm to obtain a trained Bayesian network. Then we
selected 5000 uncovered events and generated (for each net-
work) two sets of directives for each event (using MAP and
MPE queries). Finally, we simulated the IFU with the gen-
erated directives and measured the corresponding coverage.
The networks were not able to produce directives in all the
cases, so the total number of simulation runs for each network
was smaller than the maximum possible 10,000.

The experiments tested the quality of the four structure
learning algorithms mentioned in Sect. 7.1, namely K2 [11],
mcmc [12], gs [13] and structural EM [14]. The experiments
tested and compared the basic algorithm and the two heuris-
tics proposed in Sect. 7.1. In addition, we tested the ability
of the structure learning algorithm to perform feature selec-
tion. Specifically, the four experiments we conducted were
as follows:

– Basic algorithm. The goal of this experiment was to test
the ability of the structure learning algorithms in their
basic form to produce networks that boost coverage. The
results of this experiment were also used as a reference
to the heuristics in the following experiments.
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Fig. 8 Coverage progress for the naive network and the four networks
in the basic experiment

– Pruning. This experiment was aimed at testing the per-
formance of our proposed pruned networks heuristic. We
used the networks of the previous experiment, but
removed edges between directives. Removing these edges
resulted in directive nodes that are orphans, i.e., not con-
nected to any attribute.

– Quantization. The goal of this experiment was to test the
ability of the quantization heuristic to overcome the soft
evidence problem of the structure learning algorithms.
Here, we used a subset of three out of the five origi-
nal directives. These were chosen because they remained
connected to attributes in all the pruned networks of the
second experiment (except EM, which already proved to
result in sparse networks).

– Large set of directives. In this experiment, we added six
more directives to the structure learning algorithm, with
various levels of correlation. The experiment tested the
ability of the structure learning with pruning to perform
feature selection by leaving orphans nodes.

Figures 7, 8, 9 and Table 1 summarize the results of the
four experiments. Figure 7 shows the coverage progress for
the random sampling and the regression suite, and the pro-
gress of the aggregated results of the basic and pruning exper-
iments. As expected, the random sampling shows the worst
behavior over all our settings. More importantly, the fig-
ure shows that both the basic algorithms and their pruning
enhancement are able to boost the coverage.

The next figures and table provide more details on the
performance of the four basic algorithms and their enhance-
ments. Figure 8 compares the performance of the four basic
algorithms. The figure presents the coverage progress of each
of these algorithms and the naive network. The figure shows
that all four algorithms provide a better coverage rate than
the naive network. This confirms the benefits of the structure
learning algorithms, even in their basic form. For all four
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algorithms, there is some variation in the coverage rate they
provide, the number of simulation runs they produced out
of the 10,000 possible ones, and the number of new events
they cover. These differences are also presented in Table 1.
For each algorithm and each experiment, the table shows the
number of simulation runs produced and the number of new
events covered.

Out of the four algorithms, the gs algorithm provides the
best results. It produces a high number of simulation runs and
has a high coverage rate. Therefore, although the EM algo-
rithm produces more runs, and K2 and mcmc have a slightly
better rate, gs covers the largest number of new events.

The pruning heuristic used in the second experiment not
only pruned the edges between directives, it also left some
directives orphaned. In fact, one of the directives, which was
the weakest among the five selected directives, was removed
in three out of the four networks. In general, as Table 1 shows,
the pruned networks produced roughly the same number of
runs as the networks before the pruning and cover 3–15%
more events. The overall improvement of the pruning heu-
ristic over the basic algorithms is also shown in Figs. 7 and
9. The quantization technique allows the structure learning
algorithm to use soft evidence. The results of this experiment
show that even with the limited amount of softness used in the
experiment, the networks were able to produce many more

runs (twice as many for K2) and reach many more events
(more than 50% for K2). The EM algorithm failed to learn
a network in this experiment and therefore did not produce
any results.

The attempt to use the structure learning algorithm with
pruning for feature selection produced mixed results. On one
hand, the pruning removed most of the new directives that
are not included in the original set and the directives removed
in the second experiment. It also left most of the directives
that were not pruned in the pruning experiment. On the other
hand, the results of this experiment are worse than the original
pruning algorithm. We believe that the “new” directives affect
the ability of the structure learning algorithms to capture the
relations between the ‘good’ directives and the coverage attri-
butes. Therefore, to improve the results of this experiment,
we will try to learn the structure of the network again after
the pruning.

8 Experiments with the full booster

We tested the entire coverage booster flow on the IFU of
z10 and the IfuPipe coverage model described in Sect. 4.
We started with a set of 23 directives that were considered
important for coverage of the model by the unit verifica-
tion team. During the feature selection phase, the number
of directives was reduced to five relevant directives. Specif-
ically, after building the influence matrix using the method
described in Algorithm 1, we used the FS_Cover algorithm
described in Algorithm 3 to select the best five directives.
The results of this phase appear in Sect. 6.3. It is important
to note that the directives selected by the automatic feature
selection procedure are similar, but not identical to the five
directives we selected by hand (using both statistical meth-
ods like the automatic procedure and domain knowledge)
for the structure learning experiments reported in Sect. 7.3.
In fact, out of the five directives, three were selected by both
the automatic and manual selection. Moreover, the two direc-
tives that were selected by the manual procedure and not the
automatic procedure have a score close to the directives that
were selected.

Table 1 Summary of
experimental results Network Basic Pruning Quantization Large set

Events Runs Events Runs Events Runs Events Runs

Naive 970 9,545
K2 824 2,233 918 2,335 1,374 5,546 833 2,309
gs 1,419 7,150 1,454 6,868 1,553 9,306 1,498 10,723
mcmc 766 1,685 871 1,653 919 2,356 927 3,492
EM 1,226 8,641 1,261 8,916
Aggregate 1,837 19,709 1,918 19,772 1,936 17,208 1,713 16,524
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Fig. 10 Coverage progress for the networks in the basic experiment

For the structure learning phase, we used the three useful
algorithms we identified in Sect. 7.1, namely, gs, K2, and
mcmc. We used each of these algorithms to learn the struc-
ture of a Bayesian network and trained each network using
the EM algorithm, as described in Sect. 7.2. Then we acti-
vated the CDG system containing each trained network and
used them to try and cover 3,000 events that are not cov-
ered by the unit regression. The results are shown in Fig. 10.
The results in the figure are for the basic structure learning
algorithms. The results when network pruning is used are
similar. The figure shows that each of the networks is able to
achieve significant boosting over the unit regression and that
there are big differences between the performance of the var-
ious networks in terms of the number of directive files they
are able to produce and the ability of these directive files to
improve coverage. In that sense, the results here are similar
to the results of Sect. 7.3.

A close comparison between the results shown here and
the results of Sect. 7.3 reveals that while the automatic booster
is able to significantly improve the coverage of the unit
regression, its performance is not as good the boosting
achieved when the manual feature selection was used. There
are two main reasons for this difference. First, the automatic
feature selection procedure was not able to take advantage
of the domain knowledge we used in the manual process.
In addition, during the manual selection, we were able to
experiment with several sets of directives and fine tune the
selected directives. All of this resulted in a manual selected
set of directives that is better than the set selected automat-
ically. The second reason for the difference in results are
changes in the verification environment and the design itself
that occurred between the experiments.

9 Conclusions and future work

Closing the loop from coverage analysis to directives to the
stimuli generation, and reaching high coverage, is one of

the most difficult and time consuming challenges faced by
verification teams. In this paper we presented an automatic
technique for constructing a data-driven CDG engine based
on Bayesian networks aimed at providing coverage boosting
with minimal human effort.

Early results obtained on a coverage model used in the unit
verification of an IBM mainframe processor indicate that our
technique is able to boost coverage. Namely, it improves cov-
erage in a significant way with minimal human effort, both
in the construction and activation of the CDG system. Still,
there is a lot of room for improvement and three are issues
that we need to address. First, an automatic process needs
to determine the quality of subsets of directives in order to
choose high quality subsets. Second, we must further inves-
tigate the automatic construction of networks with soft evi-
dence. We are currently working on these issues and believe
that improving these weaknesses will result in a higher qual-
ity booster.

It is clear that the extreme goal, the Holy Grail, is to realize
full coverage closure in a totally automatic way without any
human effort, even for setting up the automatic scheme. This
goal was not yet achieved and we assume that its complexity
might cause it to remain elusive in the foreseeable future.
Yet, we believe that the coverage booster approach has the
potential to bring us closer to this Holy Grail and provide
more benefits to the verification process.
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